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Abstract 
A class of parallel chaotic nonlinear multisplitting Newton-type methods for solving the nonlinear system of equations 
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1. Introduction 
To solve the large scale and sparse nonlinear system of equations 
F(x) = 0, F:~cW[W”W (1.1) 
in a parallel computing environment, instead of introducing parallelism into problem ( 1.1) as in [ 141 
that uses a matrix multisplitting method (see [S]) to solve the linear system at every iteration of the 
involved Newton method, Frommer [6] alternatively proposed a systematic approach through directly 
extending the matrix multisplitting methodology of [8] to nonlinear system (1 .l ). This approach 
is essentially based upon several nonlinear splittings (see [l-3]), or in Frommer’s terminology, 
a nonlinear multisplitting, of the nonlinear mapping F : $3 c K?” -+ Iw”, and it has strong parallel 
computational function. 
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Let c( < y1 be a given positive integer. Then, a nonlinear multisplitting of the mapping F : 9 c 
R” + R” means a collection of pairs (f”‘; Ei) (i = 1,2, . . . , a) in which 
f(i) : .$a x $3 c R” x R” + BY, i= 1,2,...,a 
are nonlinear mappings satisfying 
f”‘(x; X) = F(x), VxE59, i=1,2 ,..., cI 
while EiEL(R”)(i= 1,2,..., c() are nonnegatively diagonal matrices obeying 
a 
c ZZi = I (I E L(R”) is the identity matrix). 
i=l 
The corresponding nonlinear multisplitting method, as established in [6], is defined by the iteration 
xP+I - -~Eixp~i~ p=O,l,2 ,..., 
i=l 
(1.2) 
where xfii solves 
f(i)(Xp;XP,i) = 0. (1.3) 
Evidently, the computations of x P,i for various i are independent and they can therefore be per- 
formed in parallel. Moreover, the elements of xPji corresponding to the zero-diagonal elements of 
Ei need not be calculated, so considerable savings may be possible. 
In concrete implementations of the above method, the exact solution of (1.3) is usually not 
available and it will be approximated by some numerical process (see [6, 9, 1 l-131). Besides, to 
attain maximum efficiency of the multiprocessor system as far as possible, the nonlinear multisplitting 
(f”‘;Ei) (i= 1,2,..., cc) should be chosen so that the workload carried by all processors is roughly 
equally distributed. When such a balance can be achieved, the individual processor is then ready to 
contribute towards their update of the global iterate xP+’ almost at the same time, which, in turn, 
minimizes idle time. However, such a balance cannot be acheived in many applications. 
To make the nonlinear multisplitting method (1.2) and (1.3) computable and to avoid loss of 
time and efficiency in processor utilization, in this paper, we propose a class of parallel chaotic 
nonlinear multisplitting Newton-type methods, which uses Newton method several steps to get an 
approximate solution of the nonlinear system of equations (1.3). The local convergence theories of 
the new methods are established in a way different from those in [6]. Moreover, when the Jacobi 
matrix F/(x*) is an H-matrix with x* E 9 being a zero point of the function F, sufficient conditions 
ensuring the local convergence of the methods are presented. 
2. Chaotic nonlinear multisplitting methods 
Consider the nonlinear multisplitting method defined by (1.2) and (1.3) for solving the nonlinear 
system of Eqs. (1.1). To make it be calculable in practical computations, we shall consider here 
using Newton method to approximate a solution of the nonlinear system (1.3). Moreover, to decrease 
the synchronous waits among different processors, each processor can carry out its local Newton 
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iteration a varying number of steps until a mutual phase time is reached when all processors are 
ready to contribute towards the global iteration. This leads to the following parallel chaotic nonlinear 
multisplitting Newton method. 
Method 2.1. Given starting 
for p = 0,1,2,.. ., compute 
XP+’ - _ -g &P,i, 
i=l 
where xJ’,~ is determined by the following process: 
vector x0 E UP and a positive integer sequences {m,,,} (i = 1,2,. . . , a), 
for k=0,1,2 ,..., mp,i - 1 
XP,i,k+r =X~.i.k _ a,f(i)(Xp;Xp.i,k)-lf(i)(Xp;Xp.i.k), 
xp,i = xp.i,mP,, 
For Vx, y E 9, the notation d2 f (Q y) represents the partial derivative of f (‘)(x; y) with respect 
to y. Similarly, in the sequal, 8, fci)(x; y) will be used to denote the partial derivative of f(*)(x; y) 
with respect to x. 
For further illustration of the above method, we investigate the linear mapping F : R” + R”, 
F(x) = Ax - b, 
where A EL(R”) is nonsingular. Let (Mi,Ni,Ei) (i = 1,2,. . . , a) be a multisplitting of the matrix 
A ??L(R”)(see [8] for detail). If we take 
fci)(X; y) = Miy - Nix - b, i= 1,2 ,..., a, 
the collection of pairs ( fCi). E.) 
linear mapping F : R” + Iw’~ it 
model (Model A) studied in [4] 
(i = 1,2,..., a) clearly forms a (nonlinear) multisplitting of the 
this time, Method 2.1 naturally reduces to the parallel chaotic 
for solving the linear system of equations Ax = b. Therefore, the 
new parallel chaotic nonlinear multisplitting Newton method is substantially a reasonable extension 
of Model A in [4] to nonlinear system of equations. 
The distinction between the new method and the one in [ 141 for solving nonlinear system ( 1.1) is 
apparent. Apart from their essential principles of constructing methods being different, Method 2.1 
is chaotic while the White’s is synchronous. However, when their composition numbers mp,i and 
M(n’) satisfy 
mp,i=M(?Z’)E 1, ViE{1,2 ,..., c(}, Vp,n’E{O,1,2 ,... }, 
the above two classes of methods become the same. Here, to avoid confusion, we use M(n’) in 
stead of M(n) in [14]. 
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By extrapolating Method 2.1 with a parameter o > 0, we can improve it to be the following 
relaxed parallel chaotic nonlinear multisplitting Newton method. 
Method 2.2. Given a starting vector x0 E R” and c( positive integer sequences {m,,i} (i= 1,2,. . . , a). 
For p = 0, 1,2,. . . , compute 
xP+’ - - C EixPTi, 
i=l 
where xJ’>’ is determined by the following process: 
xp.i,O = x~ 
/u+0,;,2 )...) nQi- 1 
Xp.i,k+l = Xp.i,k _ oa,f(i)(X~;Xp,i,k)--lf(i)(XP;Xp,i,k) 
XPd =xP.‘.“P,I 
. 
while u > 0 is a relaxation factor. 
Evidently, when o = 1, Method 2.2 turns to Method 2.1. Otherwise, Method 2.2 is really an 
efficient improvement of Method 2.1. 
3. Preliminaries 
We now introduce some necessary concepts and set up several useful lemmas so that the local 
convergence theories about Methods 2.1 and 2.2 can be established. 
For a vector x E R”, x > 0 (x > 0) will denote that all its components are positive (nonnegative). 
Similarly, for x, y E R”, x > y (x 3 y) will mean that x - y > 0 (x - y > 0). For x E R”, 1x1 will 
denote the vector whose components are the absolute value of the corresponding components of x. 
We shall employ similar notations for matrices. 
Let u=(uI,u~,..., u,)~ > 0. Then the function 
llyllu = inf{v > 0 1 -vu < y d vu) = ,y;>n IYk/uk( 
. . 
is a vector norm on R”, which is monotonic in the sense that IyI < 1x1 implies that llyllU < IIxllU. 
It is well-known that IIIPlullU = IIPIIU, where IIP llU denotes the matrix norm of P induced by the 
monotonic vector norm II ?? IJU. It easily follows that if u > 0 is a vector and 5 > 0 is a scalar for 
which IPlu d <u, then llPllU < 5. 
For amatrix Q=(qkj)EL(R”), it is calledanM-matrixifqkj<O(k#jj, k,j=1,2,...,n) and 
Q-’ 2 0; it is called an H-matrix if its comparison matrix (Q) = ((qkj)) E L(UP), defined by 
(qkj) = “tijl ii : ;k” , k,j= 1,~ ,..., ~1, 
> 
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is an M-matrix. Let Q E L( UP) be an M-matrix and Q = D, - B, with D, = diag(Q). Then D, is 
positively diagonal and the spectral radius of the matrix D,‘B,, or P(DQ’B~), is less than one. 
Lemma 3.1. Let A EL(W) be an H-matrix, A = DA - BA and DA = diag(A). Then 
(1) A is nonsingular; 
(2) IA-‘1 < (A)-‘; 
(3) DA and IDAl are nonsingular, and p(lDAI-lIBAI) < 1; 
(4) there exists 0 < u E R” such that (A)u > 0. 
Lemma 3.2. Let A, B E L( RY) b e such that IAl < B. Then p(lAl) < p(B). 
For a mapping f : 9 x 9 c IR” x R” + R”, we will use 8, f(x; y) and &f(x; y) to represent its 
partial derivatives about x and y, respectively. Let f : 9 x 9 C R” x R” + R” be a nonlinear splitting 
of F : $3 c R” + R”, that is, 
f(x; x> = F(x), vx E 9. 
Then it has the following properties. 
Lemma 3.3. Let 9 c R” be an open set and f : $3 x 9 c R” x R” -+ R” be given. For some x* E 9, 
assume that a,f (x*;x*) is nonsingular and there exists /r > 0 such that l/&f (x*;x*)-‘11 < p. 
If a2 f (x; y) satisjes the Lipschitz condition in a neighbourhood N(x*, S) x N(x”, S) c 9 x 9 of 
(x*,x*), i.e., 
ila2f (xi YI - a2f ( x*;x*)JI < L2(llx -x*/j2 + [Iy -x”112)f 
ky EW*,@, 
then for any (x; y) E N(x*, 6) x N(x*, S), 82 f (x; y) is nonsingular and satisfies 
(3.1) 
P Ila2f(x;y)-‘II G 1 _ bL2(llx -x*ll + IIy -x*ll) 
provided flL2( IIx -x* II + IIy -x*11) < 1. 
Proof. The conclusion is direct by making use of the Banach lemma and considering 
IIX -x*1i2 + IIY -x*/i2 < (11X --*II + IIY -.*lI)2. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let 9 c R” be an open set and f : 9 x 9 c R” x R” + R” be given. For some x* E 9, 
assume that d2 f (x; y) satisjies the Lipschitz condition (3.1) in a neighbourhood N(x*, S) x N(x*, S) 
c 9 x $9 of (x*,x*). Then, there holds 
iifkz)-f(x;~)-a2f( x”;x”)(z - Y>II d&11x --*II + ;<llz --*II + IIY -x*ll>111~ - Yll3 
Vx, y,z E N(x*, 8). 
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Proof. Since 
f(x; 2) - 1(x; Y) = I’ ~2.0~; Y + t(z - Y ))(z - y) dt, 
we have 
f(x;z) - f(x; Y) - &f(x*;x*)(z - Y) = s o’[a,f(x; y + t(z - y)) - &f(x*;x*>l dt. (z - u>. 
Hence, by making use of (3.1) there have 
IV-(x;4 - f(x; Y) - W(x*;x*)(Z - Y)ll 
< J o1 ll&.f-(x; Y + t(z - Y>> - W(x*;x*)Il df + llz - YII 
< L2 
s 
'([lx -x*l12 + Ily + t(z - y)-x*l12)1'2dt. llz - YII 
0 
dL2 J l~llx-~*/l+ll~+~(z-~)-x*llW+-~ll 0 
< L2 
s 
l(~~x-x*ll+tllz-x*Il+U -t>llY-x*IlW+-vll 
~L2[l;x-x*ll+~~llY-x*ll+lli-x*llMr-yll. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let the conditions of Lemma 3.4 be hold Assume that 8, f (x; y) satisfies the Lipschitz 
condition in a neighbourhood N(x*, 6) x N(x*, 6) c 23 x 23 of (x*,x*), that is, 
iia,f(x; y) - a,f(x*;x*)ii G L1(ilx -x*112 + I/Y - ~*iiY 
Vx,y~N(x*,d). (3.2) 
Then, 
~p-(x;~)-f(~*;~*)- a,f(x*;x*>(X-~*)-a~f(X*;X*)(Y--*)ll 
< ;L(llx - *l12 + IIy -x*l12), 'ky~W*,@, 
where L = (Lf + L:)l’*. 
Proof. By the mean value theorem, we see that 
f(x;y) - J-(~*;~*) - a,f(x*;x*)(x -x*) - a2f(x*ix*)(y -x*) 
= o'~a,f~x* +t(x-x*);x* +t(y-X*))- a,f(x*;x*)I(x -x*)dt J 
+ o'[a2f(x* + t(x -x*&x* + t(y -x*>> - a,j-(x*;x*)](y - x*)dt. 
s 
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Taking norms on both sides of this equality, we have 
IIf(x;y) - f(x”;x”) - &f(x*;x*)(x -x*) - W(x*P*)(y -x”)ll 
< 
.I 
0’ Il&j-(x* + t(x -x*),x* + t(y -x*)) - a,f(x*;x*)IlIlx - x*(( dt 
+ ~‘~~~,l(x*+t(x-~*);~*+t(y-x*))-a2f(x*;x*)~~~~y-x*~~dt 
s 
d ;Ll& -x*11* + IIY --*11211~ --*II 
+fL*Jllx -x*11* + IIY -.*ll*llY --*II 
d ;L<llx -x*11* + lly -x*11*), 
where, the Lipschitz conditions (3.1) and (3.2) have been used in the second inequality. 0 
At the end of this section, we remark that some certain monotonic norm II ?? llU, abbreviated as 
11 ?? II for convenience, will be adopted through our subsequent discussion. 
4. Local convergence analyses 
To set up the local convergence theorems of Methods 2.1 and 2.2, we first make the following 
assumptions on the nonlinear splitting functions 
f’i’:9x~CR[W”xR”+R”, i=1,2 ,..., cI 
related to a nonlinear multisplitting (f(‘); Ei) (i = 1,2, . . . , a) of F : $3 c R" + R". 
(A, ) x* E 9 is a solution of the nonlinear system of equations (l.l), i.e., 
F(x*)=f”‘(x*;x*)=O, i= 1,2,...,a; 
(A*) for each iE{1,2,... , a}, iY2f(i)(x*;x*) is nonsingular and there exists pci) >O such that 
II&f’i)(x*;X*)-l II </P’; 
(A3) for each iE{1,2,..., cc}, dlf(‘)(x; y) and a2fci)(x; y) satisfy the Lipschitz conditions in a 
neighbourhood N(x*, @)) x N(x*, $)) c 9 x 9 of (x* ; x* ), namely, 
Ila,f’i’(x* y) - &f”‘( * > x ;x*)Il <L(li)( IIX - x* I)* + JIy - x* ll*)l’* 
Ila*fyx. y) - &f”‘( * 3 x ;x*)ll<Lyllx -x*11* + IIy -.*I)*)“* 
vx, y E N(x* Lq 
(&) p(i) := la,f& * ’ 
i=1,2,...,cc; 
x ;x*)-‘~,fci)(x*;x*)l~<l (i=1,2,...,a). 
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Theorem 4.1. Let (f(i)*E.) (i= 1 
let Assumptions (A, )-id) 
2 , . . . , a) be a nonlinear multisplitting of F : $3 c KY' + R", and 
b e sa>i$ed. Then, there exists a neighbourhood N(x*, S) of x* E 9 
such that for any x0 E N(x*,o), the sequence {xr} generated by Method 2.1 is well-defined in 
N(x*, S) and converges independently of the positive integer sequences {rr~~,~} (i = 1,2,. . . , a) to x* 
at least linearly. 
Moreover, there exists a constant r E (0,l) such that 
Ilx p+’ -x*11 < rllxp -x*1], p=O,1,2 ,.... 
Proof. For Y~E {1,2 ,..., a}, by the implicit function theorem and Assumption (A,) we know that 
there exist 8:’ E (0, CW) (k = 1,2) such that for all x E N(x*, $‘), the nonlinear system of equations 
f (Q(x; y) = 0 
has unique solution y(‘)(x) E N(x*, Sf’). Take 
Then 
f~‘~(x;y~‘~(x))=O, VXEN(X*,&), i-l,2 ,..., cI. 
Because for Vx E N(x*, 6,), 
yW(x) _ x* = 8 
2 
f W( *. x ,x*)-‘[a,f”‘(x*;x*)(x -x*> + &f”‘(x*;x*)(y”‘(x) -x*)1 
- a2 f (i)(X*;X*)-la,f(“(x*;x*)(X - x*), 
(4.1) 
by making use of Assumptions (AZ) and (&) we know that 
II y”‘(X) - x* II d /PII& f (Q(x*;x*)(x - x”) + d*f(i)(X*;X*)(y(i)(X) - x*)/l 
+p”‘]]x - x* 11, Vx E N(x*, 6,). 
Now, applying Lemma 3.5 and noticing (4.1), we can get 
I[& f (i)(x”;x”)(x - x”) + d*f(i)(x*;X*)(y(i)(X) - x*)/I 
< ;L(‘)(IIx -x*]12 + ]]y”‘(x) -x*lj2), VXEN(X*,&), 
where L(i) = ((~(‘))2 + (L(i))2)1/2 
1 2 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Substitute (4.3) into (4.2). Then 
IIy(‘)(x) - x* II < ; L(‘)/?(‘)( 11x - x* iI2 + Ijy”‘(x) - x*~~~) + p@)Ijx - x*1/, ‘v’x E N(x*, 6,). (4.4) 
Let 
82 = 
i 
61, 
1 
~y~E{L(‘)p(‘)(p(‘) + Ji-qpy )> I ’ . . 
d(i)(t) = L(Gp(Q(L(i)p(Qt + 2p(0)t 
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Then, for Vx E N(x*, S,), we have 
A”‘( JJX - x* 11) < 1 
and 
11 y”‘(X) - x* 11 < L(‘)pqx - x* I( + p@) 
1 + Jl - A”‘(llX -x*1\> 
,Ix _ x* ,, 
Noticing for t E (0, S,), 
L(i)pU)t + $i) 
= pCi) + 
LWpW 
t + p 
A”‘(t) 
1+d, l+JW (l+dm)2 
< PW + L(O~(Qt + p(i)A(‘)(t) 
= P 2 + [1 + L(i)p(i)t + qP(i))21L(QpWt, 
we can obtain the estrmate” 
~Jy(i)(x)-x*~~~[p(i)+g(i)(~~x-x*~~)]~~x-x*~j, vxEN(x*,&) 
from (4..5), where 
gW(t) = [l + L(i)fi(i)t + 2(p(i))*]L(i)jWt. 
Take 
S3 = min 
{ 
S2, 
1 
max {2/WL~‘} 3 * I<i<r 
Then, for Vx, y E J/(x*, S,), the inequality 
p(‘)Lp( IIX - x* 11 + Jly - x* 11) < 1 
holds. Moreover, by Lemma 3.3, d2fCi)(x; y) is nonsingular for all x, y E N(x*, 8,) and 
Il&f(‘k Y)-’ II < 
p(i) 
1 - /wLf)(IIx -xX*(1 + Ily -x*11)’ 
vx, y E N(X”) s, ). 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
Presently, for Vx, y E N(x*, 8, ), define a mapping G@)(o; 0) through 
G(‘)(x; y) = y - &f(‘)(x; y )-’ fci)(x; y ). 
Obviously, 
(4.9) 
G”‘(x; y) - y”‘(x) = y - y”‘(x) - d2fci)(x; y)-‘f”‘(x; y) 
= &p(,* y>-l[&f'i'( * 3 x ;x*) - &p(X. y)](y(‘)(x) - y) 2 
+&p)(x; y)-‘[p’(X; Y”‘(X)) - f”‘(X* y) - a f”‘( * 3 2 x ;x*)(Y’%) - Y)l 3 
where (4.1) is used in the second equality. 
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Denote 
Cl%llx -x*11, Ily -XXII)= 
/j(i) 
1 - /?(‘@( [Ix - x* )I + IIy - x* II)’ 
Vx, y E N(x”, 6,). (4.10) 
Based on the previous equality, by using (4.8)-(4.10), Lemma 3.4 and Assumption (A3) we can 
obtain for Kx, y E N(x*, S,) that 
IIG”‘(x; y) - y”‘(x)lJ < Ild@)(x; y)-‘11 . ll~?zf’~)(x*;x*) - &j+)(x; y)ll . j/y”‘(x) - yI[ 
+ Ild#‘)(x; y)-’ (( . II f’Q(x; y(‘)(x)) - fCi)(x; y) 
- a,f’i’(X*;X*)(y(i)(X) - y)ll 
< Cii’( [Ix - x* II, JJy - x* I[)@[( [Ix - x* I/* + IIy - xx )l2)“2 
+ lb --*II + ;(llY --*II + IIYW -~*II)111Y”‘(~) - YII 
d cp< JIX - x* )I, lly - x* II)Jp[2IIx - x* II + ; ((y - x* II 
+; IIYW - x* 11111Y’%) - YII 
,< Cf)(llx - x* 11, l/y - x* II)LI”[2lIX - x* ll + ; lly - y(‘)(x)JJ 
+2llY”‘(x) -~*IIIIIYw - Yll 
< x(3 llx - x* II, lly - x* (1 )L1”[JJY - y”‘(X>ll 
+ (1 + pCi) + g”‘( (lx - x* 1) )llx - x* llllly - y(‘)(x)ll, 
where the last inequality is got from (4.6). Write 
c,“‘(t > S) = 2c”‘(t S)‘P 0 3 2 
v’t,s E (0,6,). 
@(t 3 s) = 2@(t 3 s)L:“( 1 + pCi) + g”‘(t)) ’ 
Then the estimate 
II@)(x; y) - y”‘(x>ll d Cf)(l(x -x*11, IIy - x*JI)Jly - y(i)(~)112 
+ C%llx -x*11, IIY -x*ll>llx --*II . IIY - Y%)ll (4.11) 
holds for Vx, y E N(x*, &). 
Let pmm = maxl GiGa p (i). By Assumption (A-4) we know pmax < 1. Choose r E (pmax, 1) and take 
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where 
C(l) = [l + L(i)fi(i)d3 + 2(P(i))2]LWlj(i), 
oW = 1 + PW + C(i)6,, 
g(i) = C(i)& > g”(i)(6) = C(i)6 > 
c(i) = 
2p(i)L(i) 
2 
I 
1 - pw@&’ 
c;i) = c(Qo, 
I I’ 
Then, the estimates (4.6) and (4.11) turn to 
IIy”‘(X) - x*11 <(p”’ + #‘)(6))11x - x* II 
IIG(‘+; y) - y(‘)(x)11 < C,“‘(\y - y(i)(~)112 + Cji)llx - x* 11 . IIy - y(‘)(x)11 
Vx, y E N(x*, 8). (4.12) 
Now, for some fixed nonnegative integer p, if we assume xp E N(x*, S), then there must hold 
IIX p,i,k+l - y(i)(xql <yf)llxP -x* II . IIXPJ,k - y(i)(xq (4.13) 
and 
xP.i,k+’ E N(x*, 6) (4.14) 
for all k = 0, 1,2,. . . , mp,i - 1, where 
(4.15) 
In fact, when k = 0, we have Y(~)(xP) E N(x*, S) in accordance with the assumption xp E N(x*, S) 
and the definition of 6. So, by (4.12), 
IIX p,i,l _ yU)(xp)II = lIG(i)(Xp;xP,i,O) _ y(i)(xP)II 
< [cl(qxp - yCi)(xP)ll + cqxp 2 - x* ll]ljxp - yqxql. 
As 
IlxP - yqxp)II < IlxP - x* II + Ily(‘)(xP) - x* 11, 
using (4.12) again, we have 
JIXP - y(i)(xP)II <cqxp - x* 11. (4.16) 
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Therefore, 
Ilx ~,i,l _ YW(x~)II G [@)@ + cii)]llx~ _ x*II llxp _ YG)(xp)II 
= y~)llxP - x* 11 IlxP - JP)(xP)II, 
which shows that (4.13) is valid for k = 0. 
Noticing 
a(i)yt)d + PW + @(i)(b) cr 
from the definition of 6 and considering (4.12) and (4.16), we can further get 
Ilx P,i,l __*(I < IIxPd _ yyxp)II + IIyyxp) -x*/i 
< yf)IlxP - x* II JJXP - Jw(xP)ll + (p”’ + g’i’(s))~~x” - x* II 
< (g(iQqxP - x* II + p(i) + g”‘(s))llx” - x* II 
d YllXP - x* II, 
Hence, xfii,’ EN(x*,G) and (4.14) is true for k = 0. 
Suppose (4.13) and (4.14) hold for k = m - 1. By direct calculations we can obtain 
m-l 
IIX p,i,m - p(xp)II < n $)~lxP - x* IIyXP - yqxq 
j=O 
m-l 
< g(i) n l,jiyxp - x* Ilm+l 
J=o 
in light of (4.13) and (4.16). 
Applying the second inequality of (4.12) again, we easily see 
/IX p,i,m+l _ y(iyxP)II = IIG(i)(,P;,P,iq - yw(xP)ll 
G [cl(i)IIxp9i9m - y(i)(xP)II + c;qxp - X*II]IIxpJ,m - y(i)(xp)II 
m-1 
< 
[ 
~l(~)$) n $)llx~ _ x* llm + c2(;) 1 llxp _ x* II IIxp.i,m _ yG)(x~)II j=O < y:qlxp - x*11 IIxP~i~m - (xqJ, 
which demonstrates (4.13) for k = m. 
On the other hand, there holds 
yj:i)6<1, j=O,l)...) WZp,i- 1 
(4.17) 
by induction and thereafter, 
1;“’ < yp, j=1,2 )...) Wlp,i- 1. (4.18) 
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Considering (4.17), the relation 
IIX FJ,i,m _ yG)(xP)II < cqxp - x* 11 
can be got. 
Presently, since 
IIX p,i,m+l - x* 11 < IIxP,i,m+ - JP)(xp)II + l(y(Q(xP) - x* II 
< y$)llxP - x* II IIxP,i,m - y(Q(xP)I( + IIy(i)(xp) - x* II 
< yb’V’)IjxP - x* 112 + jly@)(xP) - x* 11, 
making use of (4.12) we see 
IIX p,i,m+l - x* II < (y$J(% + p@) + g(iyd))((xp - x*(1 
< rllxp - x* 11. 
Therefore, (4.14) holds for k =m and, inductively, (4.13) and (4.14) have been verified. 
Moreover, we have proved 
IIX p,i _ y(i)(xp)jI < OW(Yt))m,., llxP _ x* IIMP ,+I 
IIX psi - x* II < (fJ”‘(ypGp’ + p(Q + C”‘G)IIXP - x* II <rllxP - x* II 
(4.19) 
provided xP E N(x*, 6). 
Remembering x0 E N(x*, S) and II ??I( . IS monotonic, we can immediately conclude 
IIX p+’ -x*~I<rllxp-x*ll, p=o,1,2 ).... 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 is completed. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Let the conditions of Theorem 4.1 be satisfied. Then, there exists a neighbourhood 
N(x*, S) of x* E $3 such that for any x0 E N(x*, S), the sequence {xr} generated by Method 2.2 
is well-dejined in N(x*, 6) and converges independently of the positive integer sequences (mp,i) 
(i= 1,2,...,a) to x* at least linearly provided the relaxation parameter co satisfies 
o<w< 2 (0 
1 + pmax ’ Pmax = ,y& p . 
(4.20) 
Moreover, there exists a constant r(u) E (0,l) such that 
IIX p+’ -x”II<r(o)llxP-xX*I~, p=o,1,2 ).... (4.21) 
Proof. Let N(x*, S) be the ball determined in the Proof of Theorem 4.1 and further restrict 6 small 
enough so that 
oo’q% + (o/I(‘) + I 1 - 01) + coc”‘G < Y, 
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where r is chosen analogously to that in Theorem 4.1 but closer to pmax such that 11 - 01 + WY < 1 
is satisfied, and w satisfies (4.20). The other constants in the above inequality are also identical to 
those in Theorem 4.1. 
For Vi~{1,2,..., a}, define G$ : N(x*, S) x N(x*, 6) ---f R” through 
G”‘( . y) =y - &jZfi)(x* y)-‘f(‘)(x* y) w x9 7 > . (4.22) 
Clearly, 
Gj;‘(x; y) =oG”‘(x; y) + (1 - w)y, 
where G(‘) : N(x*, 6) x N(x*, 6) -+ R” is defined by (4.9). 
With (4.12) and (4.23) we can assert 
G;‘(x;y)~N(x*,@, Vx,y~N(x*,6) 
provided o is within the interval given by (4.20). 
In fact, for Vx, y EN@*, S), in accordance with (4.12) we have 
IIY - Y’W G IIY -x*11 + IIYW -x*11 
d IIy - x* 11 + (p”’ + gq/x -x* 1) 
< J’+/(x; y), 
where 
(4.23) 
vl(x;y)=max{lIx-x*II, IIY -x*II>~ 
By (4.12) again, we can obtain 
(]G(‘)(x; y) - x* 11 d IIG”‘(x; y) - y(‘)(x)]] + II y”‘(x) - x* 11 
d [c;i’]]y - y(‘)(x)]] + @JIx -x*]]] IIy - y(‘)(x)]] + IIy”‘(X> -x*/1 
< [C~)a(‘)?/(x; y) + @((x - x* [I] o(‘+(x; y) + (p”’ + C”‘6)((X - x* (( 
< [(C(‘)& + C”‘6) 1 2 &) + p(i) + C”‘6] r/(x* y) , 
< ry(x; y> < 6. 
Hence, 
llG%v) --*II d w]]G(‘)(x; y) -x* II + 11 - w] IIy - x* ]I 
<~wl(x;Y)+I~-4IlY-x”II 
< (coy + 11 - ~IMG Y> 
(4.24) 
< (COY + 11 - 0/)6<6, 
that is, G$(x; y) E N(x*, 6). 
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Through (4.24) and (4.19) we can inductively 
Ilx~‘-x*II~r(w)llxP-x*II, p=o,1,2,... 
for Method 2.2, where 
r(o)=wr + 11 - 01. 
331 
verify that 
Now, II ??II b em a monotonic norm again, we can obtain (4.21) at once. So, the conclusions of ’ g 
Theorem 4.2 hold. 0 
5. The H-matrix case 
In this section, we will emphasize on the discussions of the convergence of Methods 2.1 and 2.2 
when the Jacobi matrix F/(x*) of the function F at its zero point x* E 9 is an H-matrix. Equations 
involving this kind of functions frequently arise in many applications, e.g., in the study of nonlinear 
network flows or in discretizations of rather general elliptic boundary value problems (see [6] for 
details). 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let (f(‘).E.) (i=l 2 , . . . , a) be a nonlinear multisplitting of F : 9 c R" + 1w", and 
let Assumptions (A,)-iAf) be saks$ed. Assume that F’(x*) E L(R”) is an H-matrix with 
F/(x* ) =D: - B;, D; =diag(F’(x* )). (5.1) 
Additionally, if we denote 
F/(x* ) =((F’(x* )), ), 
d&‘)(x”;x”) =((a,f’i’(x*;x*))mi), 
&f(i)(X*;X*) =((a,f’i’(X*;X*))*J, 
then, for any positive integer sequences {m,i} (i =l, 2,. . . , a) it holds 
I(&f”‘(X*.x*)) .I for m=j, I(F’(x*))mi’ = { I(a,f'i'(X*~X*))~l + I(&f(i)(X*;x*))mil for m#j, (5.2) 
m,j=1,2 ,..., n; i=1,2 ,..., tc, 
and there exists a neighbourhood N(x*, S) of x* E 9 such that for any x0 E N(x*, S), 
(1) the sequence {xJ’> generated by Method 2.1 is well-de$ned in N(x*,S) and converges to x* 
at least linearly; 
(2) the sequence {xp} generated by Method 2.2 is well-defined in N(x*,S) and converges to x* 
at least linearly provided the relaxation parameter cr) satisfies 
2 
OCw< 1 + ,o(@-‘IB;I)’ (5.3) 
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Moreover, for both cases, there respectively exists a constant r E (0,l) such that 
IIX p+’ -x”II<rllxP -x*11, p=o,1,2 )... . 
Proof. Write 
AIi* =d@(x*;x*), N,” = - d,f(‘)(x*;x*), i=1,2 )...) a. 
Then obviously 
F/(x*)=@ -NT, i=1,2 ,..., a, 
and hence, (Mi*,N,*,Ei) (i-1,2 ,..., a) is a multisplitting of the matrix F’(x*). 
On the other hand, (5.2) is clearly equivalent to 
(F/(x*)) =(M,“)) - IW?I, i =1,2,. . .,a. 
Since F’(x* ) E L( R’) is an H-matrix, from (5.1) there holds p(J: ) < 1, where 
J; =]&I-‘I$[. 
Denote 
J,* =J; i- EeeT, 
and let E >O be sufficiently small such that 
P,” =p(4” ) < 1, 
where e=(l,l,..., 1 )T E R”. Then, there exists a positive vector u E R” such that 
J,“U =&+%A 
Now, with this positive vector U, we can define a monotonic norm (( ??(lU, or in short, (I ??(1. 
We first verify (1). For this purpose, we only need to test 
p(i)=~~M~-lNi*~~~l, i=1,2 ,..., cI. 
(5.4) 
Noticing that (5.4) implies Ml* (i =l, 2, . . . , a) being also H-matrices, by Lemma 3.1 we can 
obtain 
IM;-‘N;*l < (MT)-‘IN;*1 
= (M;)-l((Mi*) - (F’(x”))) 
= I - (Mi”)-‘ID;I(I -J,“) 
< I - (Mi*)-’ 10; I(1 - J,“) 
for all iE{1,2 ,..., a}. 
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Because of 
(F/(x*)) < (A4F) < 10; 1, i =1,2,. . .) M, 
we see that 
(M,“)-‘ID;]>I, i=1,2 )...) c1 
and hence, for i =1,2,. . .,a, 
]M,*-lN;]u < (I - (M;)-‘]D,*](I -.&*>>u 
= (I - (M;)-‘ID;/(l - p,*))u 
< (1 - (1 - p:>>u 
= ptu. 
Applying the properties of the monotonic norm, we finally get 
p(i) = pif;-‘Pfy 11 =I[ lp!yAy lull 
G IIP,*Ull =pt < 1 
for i=1,2 ,..., c(. 
(5.5) 
Presently, we turn to (2). Based on the proof of (l), we only need to test that (5.3) implies 
(4.20), or in other words, 
cop,,+Il-ol~op(J~)+Il-col. 
From (5.5) we know pmax <p,*, so 
op,,,+Il-~l~opF+Il-01. 
(5.6) 
As e is an arbitrary positive number, validity of (5.6) follows at once. 0 
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